This paper considers a scheduling problem in which the objective is to determine an optimal machine speed pair and an optimal schedule. There are two machines A, B and n jobs each of which consists of two operations. One operation is to be processed on machine A and the other on machine B. All jobs are open shop type, i.e., processing order of two operations is not specified and so processing of each job can be started on either machine. Of course each machine processes at most on!! job and each job is processed on at most one machine, simultaneously. Further it is assumed that speeds of machines A, B are controllable. In the situation, the total sum of costs associated with the maximum completion time and machine speeds is to be minimized.
Introduction
This paper considers a generalized two machine open shop problem specified as follows.
(1) There are two machines A, Band n jobs J l , J 2 ,···,J n , each of which consists of two operations. All jobs are open shop type, i.e., the processing order of two operations of each job is not specified.
(2) Each machine processes at most one job and each job is processed on at most one machine, simultaneously. While, preemptions are not allowed. (3) Speed of each machine is controllable.
(4) The objective is to determine an optimal speed of each machine and optimal schedule minimizing the total sum of costs associated with the maximum completion time and speed of each machine.
Section 2 formulates the problem P and introduces subproblem Ph of P.
Section 3 proposes an algorithm and clarifies its time complexity. Further Section 3 gives an illustrative example. Finally, Section 4 discusses further research problems.
Problem Formulation
First some notations are defined which are used throughout this paper. processed on machine A. bi; Job processing amount (standard processing time at unit speed) to be processed on machine B. n Tl~ La.,
max '
The maximal completion time of optimal schedule subject to machine speeds s', t' (if any confusion does not occur, simplified notation t is used).
max
Note that actual processing times on machines A, B are sa. and tb. respec-
tively.
This paper considers the following problem P.
where cO' cl' c 2 are positive constants, and ql' q2 are positive integers.
where Y=s/t=t'/s'. An optimal schedule giving t under fixed s', t' can be max found by the al!orithm due to [1] . and taking the best solution among optimal solutions of them, P can be solved,
i.e., each optimal speed of A, B and an optimal schedule can be found.
3. An Algorithm Further case (iii) occurs at most once and if case (iii) occurs in a certain interval, its optimal speed pair is also an optimal speed pair of P.
Proof: Theorem 1 is easily deduced from Remark and so its proof is omitted.
Q. E. D.
Now we are ready to describe our algorithm for solving P.
A1 gorithm
Step 1:
Step Ph's using a binary search technique, and solving each Ph takes O(n) computational time if any power and root can be calculated in a constant time.
Thus determination of s~, t~ takes O(ntog n) computational time in total.
Once optimal speed of each machine ,\, B is determined, an optimal schedule can be found in O(ntog n) computational time by the algorithm in [1] .
Thus
Step 2 takes O(ntog n) computational time. In total, our algorithm finds optimal speed of each machine A, B and optimal schedule in O(ntog n) computational time.
Example. consider an example given by the following data: 
151'
(24/11<1') Based on y and breaking points YO=O, 1'1=1,5, Y2=24/11, P is decomposed into the corresponding subproblems PO' PI and P 2
• By Theorem 1, we first check respectively. An optimal schedule is constructed by concatenating j(l)u{J } after j(2)u{J i } and moving J i to the last in A since r sia2+sia3=20.24<tibl+tib2=28.56. Figure 3 shows this schedule. 
Discussion
Up to now, there are very few papers dealing with machine constraints or machine costs explicitly. Only exception is Nakajima et al [7] , which considers a machine cost. Models with variable machine speeds, however, are none.
We have already investigated the generalized uniform processor system in [3] and flow shop case in [4] , where machine speeds are variables. Moreover, we are preparing the paper treating the mixed shop case. For the ordinary mixed shop scheduling problem, see [5] .
Generally speaking, for the success of generalized cases with controllable machine speeds, tractability of the ordinary one is necessary. In this sense, generalized m machine open shop scheduling problem with preemptions may be a promissing one and its research is left as one of further research problems. Another is investigation of discrete machine speed cases, though it may be difficult as is seen in [3J.
Finally, investigation of more general cost cases is important but may be also difficult.
